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PLOTS AND LAND USE
Current market processes increasingly drive the pattern of
building types, resulting in a focus towards those that
generate the highest financial returns and tending to squeeze
out others. This has adverse impacts: for example, social
housing is grouped together into low-esteem areas affecting
mental health and ghettos of elderly living accommodation
that worsen loneliness. 
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Against the background of global climate change and rising
social inequalities, people and planetary health are at a
crossroads. Our 21st-century challenge is to create
conditions for a thriving, health-inducing future for all, within
the means of the planet (Fig. 1).
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Fig. 1
‘Humanity’s 21st century challenge is to ensure
that no one falls short on life’s essentials (from
food and housing to healthcare and political
voice), while ensuring that, collectively, we do
not overshoot our pressure on Earth’s life-
supporting systems, on which we fundamentally
depend – such as a stable climate, fertile soils,
and a protective ozone layer’.1 Source: Diagram
adapted from ‘Doughnut Economics’ by Kate
Raworth.
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Grange-in-the-Hedges, in contrast, is organised with finegrain, plot-based
perimeter blocks, each with a large communal garden encouraging
intergenerational living. Local amenities, such as school and shops, are located
on the most connected streets, encouraging walking and cycling. The shared
communal spaces, with controlled community access, afford sheltered
opportunities for urban food production with therapeutic impacts. Surrounded by
a mix of dwelling types and tenancies, the layout encourages opportunities to
meet a wide range of people – addressing the problem of loneliness, but with a
‘gasket’ of private gardens as a protective interface for family life. Safely
disconnected from the wider settlement, these communal gardens are also
suitable for active, relatively unsupervised play in outdoor green environments
supporting child development and combatting ‘stranger danger’. A perimeter
block with a mix of housing types and tenures, involving people of differing ages
and lifestyles, generates diversity in the realms of form, sensory experience and
cultural meaning – essential for psychological well-being (Fig.7).

Fig. 7
Diagrammatic representation of a fine grain plot-based perimeter block with a central communal
garden with controlled community access, enabling intergenerational living.
Source: EcoResponsive Environments.

‘Re-imagining the plots and land-use system in the form of mixed-use,
finegrain perimeter blocks with private communal gardens to encourage social
integration and intergenerational living.’
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The market’s drive for profitability inexorably limits the diversity of activities that a
project can initially contain. Long-life buildings open up possibilities for sidestepping
these pressures in the longer term. As buildings age, their rent levels typically fall,
relative to those that newer buildings can attract; enabling a wider range of users to
afford the lower rents; increasing diversity over time, and offering people a greater
range of activities within cycling and walking range, thereby supporting public health.

BUILDINGS
We’re witnessing a rapid evolution in working patterns and household structures,
owing to a range of socio-economic issues; such as ageing population, loneliness,
financial difficulties for young people seeking to buy homes, and increased amounts
of working from home. A mismatch is therefore developing between activity patterns
and building design; aggravated by the mainstream design culture of use-specific,
non-adaptable buildings, focused on responding to short-term market needs;
contributing to shorter building lifespans. This has implications on waste generation,
and on carbon emissions associated with the construction industry, worsening climate
change and, consequently, planetary health.

Internally, the main living spaces benefit from multiple focal spaces, such as
nooks, bays, and window seats, allowing a variety of individualised activities to
take place at the same time and supporting family togetherness. Such
conditions create appropriate settings for a wide variety of individual activities
to take place together, against the tide of increasing isolation while supporting
the potential for flexible working. (Fig. 9)

These factors suggest a general
argument for ‘slow architecture’: the
creation of adaptable buildings with
active frontage that remain useful
long enough to cope with more rapid
cycles of social and economic
change, contributing to everyday
health and to the settlement’s overall
energy efficiency. Grange-in-the-
Hedges therefore re-imagines the
building system as a series of
flexible spaces that can be updated
to reflect the needs of each
generation. Particularly on main
streets with potential ‘passing trade’,
the dwelling’s street interface allows
alternative configurations to support
emerging types of socially
positive home businesses (Fig. 8).

Fig. 8
Diagrammatic representations of house plans showing
grouping of the ‘hard’ services and circulation spaces, within
a simple grid structure supporting easy reconfiguration of the
‘soft’ internal spaces and external skin.
Source: EcoResponsive Environments.

‘Re-imagining the building system as adaptable structures with active
frontage that can be updated to reflect the needs of each generation.’
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Fig. 9
Internally, the main living spaces benefit from multiple focal
spaces, such as nooks, bays, and window seats, allowing a variety
of individualised activities to take place at the same time and
supporting family togetherness.
Source: EcoResponsive Environments.

COMPONENTS
At a perceptual level, well-being is fundamentally affected by the materiality of
the physical environment. Evolving in a context of other natural systems, the
human brain developed to enable easy processing of sensory information
organised in multi-scale structures.

Natural systems, from coastlines to birdsong, although varying widely in almost
every way, share one common characteristic: they have evolved into multi-
scale structures containing many more small elements than large ones, related
together in similar ways at each scale and remaining rich in details regardless
of how much they’re magnified. Psychologists call this fractal fluency.

Grange-in-the-Hedges draws on this attunement with nature’s scalar structure,
learning from the pioneers,25,26 to re-imagine the aesthetics of streets,
buildings and open spaces using today’s technology, sustainable materials and
contemporary detailing. The range of likely viewing distances affects the range
of scale at which richness must be considered.

Where the surface will be seen at long range, large-scale richness is
necessary; while at close range, richness must be achieved by small-scale
elements. So, to maintain richness from long range to close range, we need a
hierarchy of elements from large-scale to small-scale; for example, building
envelopes with several gables and bays, each with several windows, several
glazing bars, and complex profiles, set in the smallest-scale texture of rough-
cast, supporting multi-scale sensory experience. This approach proposes
turning today’s design culture on its head by substituting organised complexity
with detail at all scales, for current minimalist aesthetics (Fig. 9).
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‘Re-imagining detail components as
multi-scale structures using today’s
technology, sustainable materials, and
contemporary aesthetic detailing – to
support multi-scale sensory
experiences.’

Fig. 9
Architecture rooted in organised complexity: details within the
simple overall forms and that is maintained at every scale – so as
you go closer and closer something new is revealed.
Source: EcoResponsive Environments.

INFORMATION SYSTEMS
Beyond short-term commercialism,
the project seeks long-term
sustainable value-capture by using
technological innovation to empower
community involvement and a
community-led management system
through ‘Share-App’. Considering
data as ‘currency’, the idea is for
residents to benefit from their own
data. It enables residents to benefit
from a variety of services in the
fields of mobility, joint energy
generation, food production, and
effective use of space and skills.
People may use flexible housing
types for creating goods and
services – from gardening to small-
scale manufacturing – and trading
and sharing equipment through
information systems, such as Share-
App, to create an ever-expanding
social marketplace. The desired
outcome is to increase quality of life,
self-sufficiency and enable a new co-
operative economy (Fig.10).

Fig. 10
Integration of bottom-up information systems to empower
community involvement.
Source: EcoResponsive Environments.
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CONCLUSION
This competition was a tool for an in-depth exploration of how design can support
healthy living in the context of current economic, social and ecological crisis. At the
deepest level, we found that the Garden City movement’s systemic approach provided
a holistic structure for this exploration, allowing us to identify a re-imagination agenda
for healthy place-making across a range of scales.

Re-imagine the water system to be as local as possible – to slow runoff, maximise
aquifer replenishment, avoid flooding downstream, and reduce waste and external
dependency.
Re-imagine the green system as multi-scale, multi-function productive landscapes,
affording everyday exposure to the interactions with natural systems.
Re-imagine the mobility system as a highly connected, landscape-integrated
network that is convenient, safe and attractive for low-energy, low-pollution,
healthful walking, cycling and play.
Re-imagine the plots and land-use system in the form of mixed-use, fine-grain
perimeter blocks with private communal gardens.

Re-imagine the building system as adaptable structures with active frontage that
can be updated to reflect the needs of each generation.
Re-imagine the detailed components of streets, buildings and open spaces as
multi-scale structures using today’s technology, sustainable materials, and
contemporary aesthetic detailing – to support multi-scale sensory experiences.

The next task is to encourage wider debate around this reimagination agenda, so that
the mainstream practice of design can similarly be re-imagined.
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ABOUT THE TEAM

EcoResponsive Environments 

EcoResponsive Environments is a multidisciplinary design practice committed to developing a systemic
approach to shaping our built environment. We are an innovative urban design and architectural practice based
in London committed to developing and promoting a systemic approach to design; in particular through
developing a common language for co-ordinating the ideas of client and stakeholders, diverse professional
disciplines, and for involving local knowledge in design. Prachi Rampuria, the lead author. is co-founder and
director of the practice.
Prachi is an architectural designer and urbanist. She embraces an evidence-based people-centric approach to
design. She has led multi-disciplinary design teams for masterplanning, regeneration and public realm design
projects within diverse cultural contexts such as the UK, Cuba, Middle-East, and India. She is also an Associate
Lecturer at Oxford Brookes University.
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